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Abstract

This paper explores the relation between discrete
convolution/correlation and string matching for dif-
ferent specific classes of input signals. We examine
the time complexity of computation for both convolu-
tion/correlation and string matching, and explore the
possibility of a deterministic algorithm for discrete con-
volution/correlation.

Indexing Terms:

Fast Discrete Convolution/Correlation, Linear-Time,
FFT, String Matching, KMP Linear-Time String Match-
ing Algorithm, Floating Point and Boolean Convolu-
tion/Correlation.

1. Introduction

Discrete convolution/correlation are fundamental
signal processing algorithms in the context of Linear
Time-Invariant systems. In computer science, string
matching is fundamental to many text processing opera-
tions. In this paper, we explore the relation between dis-
crete convolution/correlation, and string matching. We
consider the time complexity of different classes of al-
gorithms for both domains.

The classical naive string matching algorithm has
quadratic time complexity O(NM) (for strings of
lengths M and N , explained in Section 2.2). The 1970s

saw many algorithms devised for fast string match-
ing. (Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [1] and Cormen et
al. [2] give an overview of the literature.) Karp and
Rabin [3], and Boyer and Moore [4] give fast algo-
rithms for string matching - however, both have a worst
case time complexity that is quadratic: O(NM). A fi-
nite state machine-based pattern matcher (also known
as a DFA-based pattern matcher) has time complexity
O(N + M3|Σ|), where Σ is the alphabet from which
the string characters are drawn, and |Σ| denotes the car-
dinality of this set i.e., the size of the alphabet. Using
the structure of the pattern of length M to be found in
a piece of text of length N - looking for points of rep-
etition, and efficiently searching for skip factor to start
the next matching point - give rise to linear-time string
matching algorithms. Prominent among those are algo-
rithms due to Knuth, Morris and Pratt [5] (commonly
referred to as the ‘KMP Algorithm’), and Galil and
Seifras [6].

The asymptotic time complexity of convolu-
tion/correlation in the way they are defined, is O(NM)
(explained in Section 2.1). A standard way of speed-
ing up the above is to go through the frequency do-
main using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which re-
duces the time complexity of O(N logN). However, a
generic algorithm which reduces this to linear time has
eluded researchers, who have primarily concentrated on
devising fast algorithms either for special cases of con-
volution/correlation, or do so at the cost of accuracy in
the final result.

Fisher and Paterson [7] explore the relation be-
tween generalised string matching problems (such as
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string matching with don’t cares) and integer multi-
plication, and other products. There has been some
work on generalised string matching problems such as
two-dimensional approximate matching and tree pat-
tern matching in addition to string matching with don’t
cares - including developing randomised algorithms
for the same, e.g., Cole and Hariharan [8], Indyk [9],
Muthuswamy and Palem [10]. Most of these works
are based on the use of convolution for speeding up
these generalised string matching problems. Simard et
al. [11] propose a speed-up for convolution using an ap-
proximation for regions of the signal with low degree
polynomials. The paper examines convolutions for fea-
ture extraction, where in cases, one can sacrifice pre-
cision for speed. Breitzman [12] considers convolu-
tion algorithms based on both the Chinese Remainder
Theorem and the FFT, and examines the reduction in
the number of actual computations in different cases
through situation-specific procedures. He does not con-
sider any general purpose reduction in the asymptotic
time complexity of the number of operations. The same
is the case with the work of Werman [13].

In this paper, we examine a possible relation between
the two problems of discrete correlation/convolution
and string/pattern matching, and explore the possibil-
ity of using ideas from the domain of string matching
(which can be done in linear time), for performing fast
convolution/correlation. We first examine the compu-
tational complexity issues for both the domains in Sec-
tion 2: convolution and correlation in Section 2.1, and
string matching in Section 2.2. We examine the general
case of floating point convolution/correlation in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 examines the problem of Boolean
convolution/correlation. Section 5 dwells on the rela-
tion between convolution/correlation and string match-
ing. We show that it is not possible to perform convolu-
tion/correlation using a linear-time algorithm. Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Basic Complexity Issues in Convolu-
tion/Correlation, and String Matching

In this section, we examine the basic defini-
tions of the signal processing operations of convolu-
tion/correlation, and string matching, and examine time
complexity issues.

2.1. Convolution and Correlation

Convolution is an operation fundamental to Linear
Time-Invariant (LTI) systems (also known as Linear
Shift-Invariant systems for two- and higher dimensional
signals) since it allows a system to be represented in

terms of its impulse response - a signal. The response
of a system to a particular signal is its convolution with
the impulse response of the system [14]. Convolution
and Correlation are defined as infinite sums. The aperi-
odic convolution for two discrete signals x[n] and h[n]
is defined as

y[n] =
+∞∑

k:−∞

x[k]h[n− k] (1)

For practical time-limited signals, one often considers
their periodic versions, so as to apply the DFT/FFT
to them for equivalent analysis in the time and fre-
quency domains. The DFT and its inverse are both peri-
odic [15]. Given two discrete signals: anN -point signal
T [n] and an M -point signal P [n], we define the convo-
lution of T [n] and P [n] as:

D[k] =
M+N−2∑

k=0

T [k]P [n− k] (2)

A related operation is Correlation:

C[k] =
M+N−2∑

k=0

T [k]P [n+ k] (3)

(These M + N − 1 point signals are taken to be peri-
odic with time period M + N − 1 - this is sometimes
referred to as Brigham’s result [15].) The computation
of both convolution and correlation require a signal to
be shifted all around another; and a pair-wise multipli-
cation of the overlapping scaled Kronecker delta func-
tions (discrete impulses), and an addition. The main dif-
ference between the two is that for convolution, one of
the signals is reflected - flipped around the y-axis, and
this is shifted all around the other signal. The physical
significance of correlation is that the resultant value is
high for the parts of the larger signal which resemble
the smaller signal. (The same is true for convolution
- only that we deal with a reflected version of one sig-
nal.) We can abstract out the following two operations
involved in convolution/correlation:

1. A pair-wise operation between corresponding
points of two signals: multiplication, and

2. An assimilation operation for each result point: ad-
dition.

Computation-wise, the operation count in both cases
is the same. Using the Big-Oh notation [2], the op-
eration count is O(MN) in both cases. In the origi-
nal domain (the time domain, for instance), the oper-
ation count in terms of the number of multiplications



(and additions, too) is quadratic as mentioned above:
for each of the M + N − 1 terms of the convolu-
tion/correlation (Brigham’s result [15]), the number of
operations needed is N . One way to reduce the opera-
tion count is to operate in the frequency domain instead,
via the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Without loss of
generality, we may assume N > M . We can zero-pad
the smaller signal to get both signals of length N . We
convert both signals to the frequency domain (in time
O(N logN) using the FFT), perform N pairwise mul-
tiplications, and reconvert the signals back to the orig-
inal domain (again in O(N logN) time). The overall
time complexity is O(N logN). In this paper, we ex-
amine the feasibility of devising a linear time algorithm
for correlation and convolution, since similar string op-
erations are possible in linear time. We examine related
string matching operations in the next section.

2.2. String Matching

From this section and the previous one, we discern
a commonality in the two operations of convolution and
correlation on the one hand, and string matching, on
the other. Both involve shifting an array around an-
other, and looking for regions of commonality between
the smaller array, and regions of the larger array.

Naive string matching involves such an operation,
which results in (N −M + 1)M operations, since one
can slide the pattern P [1 . . .M ] and look at M possible
pairwise matches at allN−M+1 positions of the over-
lap with text T [1 . . . N ]. For each of these N −M − 1
positions of possible matches, if the M next consecu-
tive characters in T [ ] are the same as those in P [ ], we
declare a match at that position. Fig. 1 summarises the
steps in the naive string matching algorithm.

This comes closest to convolution/correlation - since
we can remove the break statement in the inner loop in
Fig. 1, and compute the convolution/correlation piece-
wise products for all the M overlapping time sam-
pling points and sum them up to get the convolu-
tion/correlation sum at point i. We can declare a match
if the convolution/correlation sum is greater than a pre-
determined threshold, and not, otherwise. (There are
2M − 2 extra points of a possible partial match, where
the convolution/correlation sum is computed - Sec. 3
has the details. However, this does not affect the overall
argument being presented in this section.)

A lacuna associated with naive string matching is not
moving the pattern ahead for a mismatch at a particular
position - moving it ahead by not 1 position, but a larger
amount. This is possible because we know the struc-
ture of the pattern P [1 . . .M ] to be matched - this pre-
cludes some shift positions. Researchers have used this

ALGORITHM naive matcher(T, P)

FOR i ← 1 TO N −M + 1 DO
q ← 0; /* no of chars matched */
FOR j ← 1 TO M DO
/* check match */
IF P[j] = T[i + j - 1] THEN
q ← q + 1 ELSE break;

IF q = M THEN
print ‘‘match at shift’’ i;

Figure 1. Algorithm naive matcher:
adapted from [2]. This is the closest
to convolution/correlation computation
in terms of shifting a signal around the
other (the smaller, for convenience),
and looking for regions of commonality.
(Details in text: Sec. 2.2.)

observation to devise linear-time algorithms for string
matching. Prominent among these are the Knuth, Mor-
ris and Pratt algorithm [5] (also called, and referred to
herewith as the ‘KMP algorithm’), and that by Galil
and Seifras [6]. We choose the former as a represen-
tative example of the class of linear-time string match-
ing algorithms. The KMP algorithm performs string
matching in linear time - O(N + M) [5]. This in-
volves using a prefix function: to compute the largest
shift from a current position of mismatch. This is the
longest prefix of pattern P [1 . . .M ] that is also a suffix
of the match seen thus far. Fig. 2 summarises the steps
in the algorithm [2]. The amortised time complexity [2]
for compute prefix function is Θ(M), and that
for KMP matcher is Θ(N) [5]. (Θ denotes asymp-
totic tight bound: a stronger condition as compared to
an asymptotic upper bound O, though the latter suf-
fices for our case.) The overall time complexity is thus,
Θ(N +M).

3. Floating Point Convolution/Correlation

Section 2.2 explores the similarity between string
matching and convolution/correlation. Floating point
convolution/correlation is different from string match-
ing in the following ways:

1. String Matching is defined over an alphabet Σ,
a finite set of symbols. Convolution/correlation
between two real-valued signals involves floating
point pairwise multiplications, and floating point
additions as the assimilation operation. The set of
real numbersR is uncountably infinite.



ALGORITHM KMP matcher(T, P)

π ← compute prefix function(P);
q ← 0; /* no of chars matched */
FOR i ← 1 TO N DO /* scan L to R */
WHILE q > 0 AND P[q+1] 6= T[i] DO
q ← π[q]; /* next doesn’t match */

IF P[q+1] = T[i] THEN
q ← q + 1; /* next matches */

IF q = M THEN
print ‘‘match at shift’’ i - M;
q ← π[q]; /* look for next match */

ALGORITHM compute prefix function(P)

π[1] ← 0; k ← 0;
FOR q ← 2 TO M DO
WHILE k > 0 AND P[k + 1] 6= P[q] DO
k ← π[k];

IF P[k + 1] = P[q] THEN
k ← k + 1;

π[q] ← k;
RETURN π;

Figure 2. Algorithm KMP matcher for
linear-time string matching due to Knuth,
Morris and Pratt [5] (commonly referred to
as the ‘KMP algorithm’): adapted from [2]

2. The output of string matching is a Boolean string,
of length N −M + 1, whereas the output of a con-
volution/correlation operation is a floating point
array of size N +M − 1: there are 2M − 2 extra
calculations involved in convolution/correlation. If
we could devise a linear-time algorithm for con-
volution/correlation, this will not affect the overall
time complexity, though - these extra calculations
would get absorbed into the overall time complex-
ity.

3. The length of the Boolean string is N −M + 1,
since the string matching problem is not defined
for cases when the length of the overlap is less
than M characters: there can be an instance of
pattern P [1 . . .M ] in text T [1 . . . N ] if and only
if the portion of the text window considered for
matching has at least M characters. In convolu-
tion/correlation on the other hand, the minimum
overlap needed is one signal point, since the prod-
uct is defined for every case of overlap - whether it
is one signal point, or all M .

4. In string matching, a check for an occurrence of the
pattern P [1 . . .M ] at a particular position i in the

text T [1 . . . N ] terminates the moment there is a
mismatch - one need not match the rest of the char-
acters out of the M in the pattern P [1 . . .M ]. In
fact as mentioned in Section 2.2, algorithm KMP
gets its speedup by skipping the next few charac-
ters to get the pattern template to the next position
i′ of a possible match - by removing all preced-
ing positions of a guaranteed mismatch. In con-
volution/correlation on the other hand, the output
is a floating point value at each position of the
overlap (of length between 1 and M ). Convolu-
tion/correlation requires that this be calculated for
each of the possible N +M − 1 points of overlap.

In general, it is not possible to abort the computation
of the floating point convolution/correlation based on a
single value of the pairwise operation - a low value of
a pairwise product at a particular time sampling point
does not imply that the overall convolution sum (to be
computed after this by taking into account other sam-
pling points to the right) will be low - smaller than a
pre-determined threshold. A current low match is no in-
dicator of an overall good match. This is what prevents
the formulation of a KMP-like linear-time algorithm for
the same.

A string matching procedure has the point-wise op-
eration as a similarity test - a match, or no match: a
Boolean operation. In the next section, we explore
whether we can adopt a KMP-like algorithm for a spe-
cial case of convolution/correlation namely, Boolean
convolution/correlation.

4. Boolean Convolution/Correlation

Boolean convolution and correlation are defined for
Boolean (0/1) strings as the case when

• The pair-wise operation is an AND (·), and

• The assimilation operation is an OR (+)

The Boolean case also does not admit to a KMP-like al-
gorithm, since the pair-wise operation (AND) does not
measure the similarity between two bits: 0 · 1 = 1 · 0 =
0 and 1 · 1 = 1, but 0 · 0 = 0. Further, the assimilation
operation does not stop at any intermediate point since
the result of the convolution/correlation could be 1 if a
future AND results in a 1. In Boolean algebra, 1 + 1 =
1, but 0 + x = x.

5. The Relation between Convolu-
tion/Correlation and String Matching

Based on the discussion in the previous sections, we
can conclude the following: String Matching is a spe-



cial case of Boolean convolution/correlation where

• The pair-wise operation is an X-NOR, and

• The assimilation operation is an AND.

We have looked at the possibility of developing a
KMP-like algorithm for a physically significant case of
convolution/correlation - which gets to the lower bound
of the process, since string matching can be looked upon
as a special case of convolution/correlation. Thus, it is
not possible to perform convolution/correlation in linear
time, except in special cases where the length of the pat-
tern P [n] is a constant: O(1), and the time complexity
reduces to O(N).

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we examine the relation between dis-
crete convolution/correlation and string matching. We
explore the use of a linear time string matching algo-
rithm to speed up convolution/correlation. We show the
relation between the two, and show that the physically
significant cases of floating point and Boolean convolu-
tion/correlation cannot be performed in linear time.
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